ELONGATE

Whitepaper

ELONGATE is a blockchain tech startup founded in 2021, with
the express goal of unlocking social impact through
innovative incentives.
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Our Story
We are a team of dreamers and builders who want the best for our planet’s future. We launched the
cryptocurrency as a uniting force, and over 400,000 investors globally have joined their voices to ours. In less than
a year we’ve delivered over $3,000,000 to worthy causes simply to prove what’s possible when we come together
for a common goal.



Now, we get to work building the tech of the future.


From finance to entertainment to human connection, these industries exploit human psychology to extract value.
We are pioneering the new social transformation: value placed back in the hands of the creators, profit merged
with purpose, and capital delivered to the ones who need it most.


Do good, get crypto. Get crypto, do good.
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Our Vision & Mission
ELONGATE’s vision is to forge a revolutionary social impact ecosystem on the
blockchain.


ELONGATE’s mission is to leverage community action and blockchain technologies to grow a global movement
that defies the status quo and makes profitability intrinsically linked to positive social impact.

Ignite

Empower

a social

transformation

people to create a

sustainable world

Build
transparent pathways to capital

for earning and giving

Justice

Connection

Capital follows value, not the other way
around. The creator pouring their soul out
gets what they put in, and a worthy cause
gets a piece too.

Human connection drives us, and the
technology we build should unite rather
than divide. Gone are the days of profitseeking algorithms making us hate each
other for clicks.

Sustainability
Zero mining, and a carbon-negative
footprint. We’ll leave the planet better than
we found it. It’s that simple.
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Product Development

The ELONGATE Ecosystem


When we said the blockchain would revolutionize philanthropy, we meant it. With the EG Token at its
heart, the ELONGATE Ecosystem makes social impact rewarding in every way. 



Earn, give, and change the world with the only blockchain platform that brings social
impact to the heart of crypto.

Crypto Lightning
Exchange

ELONGATE
Spark

Stretch

ELONGATE.cc

SIMP: Social Impact
Management Platform

Games &
Collectibles

EG Token
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Product Development

The ELONGATE Ecosystem

ELONGATE Spark


Crypto Lightning Exchange

OHANA

With enterprise wallet management and a
KPI dashboard integrated within
Salesforce, business clients can leverage
the transfer of any cryptocurrency in their
current sales process. Every transaction
boosts EG volume, funds social impact,
and clients can even direct their fee toward
specific causes.

SPARK Putting the social in social impact: DeFi
social media where the user earns for
engaging. Social impact content earns the
most, defying the divisive content
algorothms of other apps. Users view, like,
share, and create social impact posts,
collaborate with others worldwide,
acclerate social impact causes, earn and
track funds in a digital wallet, and more. No
more meaningless scrolling.

Stretch

Stretch

SIMP

ELONGATE.cc


A streaming service with compelling ondemand original series, podcasts, and
documentaries. Engaging stories, thought
leadership, and real-world transformations
collide to illuminate the future of social
impact. Content creators large and small
collaborate in this platform to create viral
media that makes the world a better place.

SIMP: Social Impact
Management Platform


en

The hub of all communications, the
ELONGATE web properties include the
token swap app, milestone updates, news,
community forums, and more.

Games & Collectibles

Mint

A radically transparent platform for
showcasing and documenting social
impact. Charities and NGOs that receive
donations will provide direct updates,
funds tracking, and create new
opportunities for fundraising directly with
their patrons. This platform is open to all
charities, not just recipients of Elongate
funding.

EG Token

Tok

HUB

At the core of the ecosystem is the EG
token, the cryptocurrency powering a
revolution that makes earning and giving
go hand in hand. Essential to each segment
of the ecosystem, a portion goes to social
impact and a portion goes to reward all
token holders.
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ELONGATE develops and releases mobile
games that integrate with the token, and
further the mission of bridging earning and
giving. Exclusive collectible NFTs are
launched that integrate with the gaming
products, and provide various exclusive
access points.

Product Development

Our HUB Technologies

Community Vote Platform

Community Forum

Elongate is committed to collective action,
and with the community vote platform

we empower the community to steer

key activities and funding opportunities.
By connecting their wallet, community
members are given voting benefits.

Our Forum is the place to be for our
community to be informed & engaged with
our team to stay up to updated with
current statuses, suggestions on how you
can help contribute to the project.

Token Tracker
The Token Tracker is a webapp on our site
that allows community members to stay up
to date with their token rewards.

MENU

The Heart of

Crypto

Opening the gate to social impact on the
blockchain.
Buy Token

Donate
SCROLL DOWN

9:41 AM
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GOALS & MILESTONES

Coming Soon
Smart Contract
Upgrade

Hackathon &
Development Grants

NFT Collection

Releases

The ELONGATE

Charity

E-Commerce

Integrations

Bridges to Other

Blockchains
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ADDITIONAL Fundraising CHANNELS
Elongate generates funds for social impact via the LP pulls, but there are many
more avenues for raising money and awareness for charitable causes.



NFT Drops

Merch Sales

In recent months, Non-Fungible Tokens
(NFTs) have been taking the world by

storm. In brief, NFTs are multimedia art

that has been tokenized in the blockchain.
One intrinsic offering that we have been
establishing since Elongate’s inception is
our NFT drops.



Elongate sells merchandise and apparel
direct to consumer. After covering cost of
operations, 80% of surplus profit is
donated to our charity activites.

The team is proud to share that 80% of
our NFT profits will go towards charitable
donations, a commitment that we will
always uphold.

Gaming
Elongate will host video game marathons,
speedruns, tournaments, and other
special events. The explicit goal with these
events is to fundraise for charity, while
also engaging our community in a dynamic
way and attracting new people to our
community.
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The Elongate TOKEN ENVIRONMENT
ELONGATE is a BEP-20 token on the Binance Smart Chain, with future bridges to
ERC-20 and other chain networks currently in development. EG Tokens can be
purchased on DEX and CEX exchanges by various providers. 



ELONGATE Token

PancakeSwap

ELONGATE ($Elongate) is a BEP-20 token
issued on the Binance Smart Chain with

a total fixed supply of 1 Quadrillion (1015)
tokens. The ideation of Elongate as a

token with charitable purposes entered

a pre-sale campaign which was hosted by
DxSale, a decentralized, cross chain, token
management platform as a service.
Further to this, Elongate’s initial token
liquidity pool has been locked under
DxSale’s DeFiLaunch Certified Liquidity
Locker, ensuring safety and security for
our community.

PancakeSwap is a Binance Smart Chainbased Decentralized Exchange (DEX) for
swapping BEP-20 tokens. To facilitate
Elongate’s initial public offering,
PancakeSwap offers our community the
ability to exchange their BNB for Elongate.
In line with a pragmatic approach,
Elongate shall be listed into major
exchanges in the near future.

Gnosis Safe Multisig
As an added security feature for the token/
liquidity pool of Elongate, the Gnosis Safe
Multisig platform will be implemented. The
Gnosis Safe Multisig is a smart contract
wallet that requires a minimum number of
people to approve a transaction before it
can occur (M-of-N).

Binance Smart Chain
The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a
blockchain network that runs in parallel

to the Binance Chain. In contrast to the
Binance Chain, BSC features smart
contract functionality and compatibility
with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
The Binance Smart Chain offers our
community the added interoperability of
facilitating their transactions through
Ethereum- based wallets, such as
MetaMask. An added advantage of issuing
Elongate tokens on the BSC is that it offers
our community an affordable blockchain
experience through smaller transaction
fees compared to the Ethereum Network.

Bridges to Other Blockchains
EG Tokens will soon be available on other
blockchain networks, such as ERC-20 with
the upcoming releases of blockchain
bridge technology to expand ELONGATE’s
reach and impact across the crypto space.
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Tokenomics
The token’s utility can be summarized into 3 fundamentals: earn, burn (through
token extraction), and charity. These will be further explained in the proceedings of
this chapter.


Earn

Token Extraction

Elongate imposes automatically a fee of 10% for all
transactions with Elongate tokens on the DEX, and
some on the CEXs. The token holders may not claim
the fees or any specific use of these fees from
Elongate or any Elongate Project team members,

nor have they any legal claim against any other thirdparty in this regard. Half of this fee is redistributed to
the community on that exchange, proportional to the
tokens that they hold. This system incentivizes our
community of holders who in turn support Elongate
to make it a sustainable movement. Further details
are outlined below:

The initial algorithm is as follows*:


Of the newly accumulated LP Tokens (the 5% fee) over
a one-week cycle, 60% will be removed from the
PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool: half are BNB, half are
Elongate.


These tokens will then be appropriated to our
overarching initiatives to further our mission, which
will be vetted by the community as we go further
This is our current approach to Elongate’s tokenomics to
ensure that we are capable to operate fully sustainably.
Moving forward, a continuous assessment program will
be instituted and the whole community will be involved in
the decision-making process. Adaptability is a key
security measure that the team upholds to put Elongate
in the best place for long-term sustainability and growth.

Half of the fee is redistributed to the community
of holders, proportional to the Elongate tokens
they hold. The fees collected are disbursed across
the exchange they were collected on. 
According to community vote, token burn (that is,
tokens sent to the unrecoverable burn wallet)
occurs automatically as part of the reflection
distribution with each transaction.
The other half is transferred back as liquidity
provider tokens to the PancakeSwap Liquidity
Pool (LP). On a weekly basis, 60% of the newly
accumulated LP tokens will be removed from the
liquidity pool and a majority of this will be
appropriated as proceeds to our chosen charities.


For Elongate holders on a CEX that supports this
mechanic, their tokens will be snapshotted daily, and
an averaged reward will be disbursed on the 10th of
every month.
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Tokenomics

1,000,000,000,000,000


Total Supply at Launch

400,000,000,000,000


Pre-Sale Allocation

10%Fee

412,002,373,603,282

Initial Burn

$10
$5

$90

$2
$3

Reward to all
holders and
token burn

Sent to
liquidity pool

Charity & Token
sustainability

Your Balance
Example transaction flow when purchasing $100 of ELONGATE tokens

Extracted BNB

Extracted ELONGATE

10% Business
Operations

30% Marketing &
Communications

30% Social
Impact

67%

Liquidity &
Bridges

27% Stability
Reserve
6% Giveaways

30% Engineering
& Product
Development

Any excess liquidity not needed for operational needs will be
locked in DXSale, and results will be shared with the community.
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Key Collaborations
As a community built around Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Elongate will
constantly integrate the charity aspect in all our intangible and tangible offerings
and use cases. Moving forward, our chosen charities will continue to evolve as we
get more input from the community, and we partner with key individuals to
maximize efficacy.

Kimbal Musk

&

Disclaimers
The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not
authorized and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business
advice, or advice of any kind. Do your own research, and consult experts where
appropriate.

Information Published in

the Whitepaper
You act at your own risk in reliance on the contents of
the whitepaper. Should you decide to act or not act
you should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant
jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no way
are the contributors to the whitepaper responsible
for the actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or
not taken by you in reliance upon the whitepaper. You
are not authorized and nor must not should you rely
on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice,
or advice of any kind.


Involvement Risks


The team does not recommend that any
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by

you. Do conduct your due diligence and consult your
financial advisor before making any financial
decisions. By purchasing Elongate, you agree that
you are not purchasing a security or investment and
you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for
any losses

or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team

is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to
provide any support or services. You agree that by
purchasing or exchanging Elongate tokens you may
not claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or
activity from Elongate, nor any of the Elongate team
members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality
of the Elongate application, the Elongate Token as
well as the Elongate Project mentioned within the
present whitepaper is of purely technical nature and
not related to any legal claim of an Elongate token
holder.


Compliance with Tax Obligations

The team does not guarantee compliance with any
country across the world. Always make sure that you
comply with your local laws and regulations before
you make any purchase.


No Warranties

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without
any warranties of any kind regarding the whitepaper
and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services
provided on the whitepaper.


Limitation of Liability

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall

the contributors to the whitepaper be liable for any
damages of any kind, including, but not limited to,
loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out
of or in any way connected with the use of the
whitepaper.


Future Statements

There may be matters in this whitepaper that are
forward-looking statements. Such statements are
subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. The actual results or
events that transpires afterwards may be different
from what is implied here. The team shall not
guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking
statements outlined in this whitepaper.
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